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How can I make new friends?  

In GoBubble you can be friends with 
any other pupil at your school. 

You can also make new friends the 

same year group age around the 

World 

In the app you click on “friends” and 

then use the map to search for new 

friends the same year group age. 

You then send them an invite and if 

they connect you’re now friends.  

You’re safe in the knowledge        

everyone in GoBubble is trusted and 

verified – weird strangers are not   

allowed!  

 

What types of messages 

(bubbles) can I create?  

Every user can create text and emoji 

bubbles for free. You can also have 

great fun creating photo bubbles with 

filters or film bubbles in the app – to 

unlock these costs only 99p (to help 

cover our increased server and   

moderation costs).  

If you have any other   

questions about GoBubble 

please see Miss Harrison or 

one of our fantastic         

eCadets.  

We are looking forward to 

learning how to use social 

media safely! 



FAQ 

How old do you need to be to 

use Go Bubble?  

GoBubble is for any child under 13.  

Parents can have access too    

however they cannot see any      

details or content from any child 

(except their own).  

How much does it cost?  

GoBubble is free to register. The 

app is free to download for         

everyone forever. There is an       

optional monthly in app purchase to 

unlock creating photo and film  

messages (which is only 99p per 

household). 

The team behind GoBubble,  

eCadets, is the UK’s leading            

Innovator in online safety for       

children. Their founder, Henry, is a 

former Police Sergeant and with 

their team of experts they have    

ensured GoBubble doesn’t contain 

the same risks as other social     

platforms. This is because:  

a. Schools create accounts for the 

children, meaning every user is   

verified 

b. Children can chat with everyone 

at their own school or only children 

the same year group age equivalent 

if they’re at other schools 

c. All content is moderated before it 

appears. Our proprietary right       

Artificial Intelligence moderation 

platform (Luca) flags words, images 

and sounds against our 2300 watch 

words. The amber and red words 

are then checked by our live      

moderation team. If they agree the 

content shouldn’t appear the school 

(in red cases) and parents (in red 

and amber cases) are notified 

through the site. 

125m 

9-12s across  the world use 

Facebook 

Why use Go Bubble?  

The majority of children use social 
media before they are old enough. 
Research shows children “value    
social networks as a way of          
connecting with friends and family, 
maintaining their networks of friends 
and long distance connections”. 

Increasing anecdotal evidence also 
indicates the benefits to learning, by 
children being able to share their 
work outside the classroom for peer 
feedback. We wanted to give children 
the opportunity to benefit from all the 
good social media can bring, by    
reducing the risks of inappropriate 
contact and content. We also wanted 
to provide teachers with a safe      
secure way to connect and            
collaborate with other classrooms 
around the World.  

1.95m 

under 10s in UK use 

over 13s social media 


